
SD-WANs
Dispel Enclaves are often built as Software Defined Wide Area Networks 
(“SD-WANs”).  Dispel SD-WANs interconnect geographically disparate 
facilities, dynamically segment connections, and securely route traffic across 
the public internet.  Controlled through an intuitive administration portal, 
organizations can build new SD-WANs on-demand, and segment traffic/
access through user and machine-group assignments.

Reduce Costs & Overhead 

Segment Access

Improve Performance

Encrypt End-to-End

SD-WANs are a fraction of the cost 
of MPLS and offer simple,  fast 
deployment timeframes.

Access to SD-WANs are brokered 
through tunnels unique to the user/
device.

Dispel SD-WANs use dedicated 
nodes optimized for traffic through-
put and performance.

All transmissions within the 
SD-WAN are encrypted with two 
layers of AES-256.
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Dispel Wicket
A simple hardware device2 designed to connect any Internet 
enabled device (or group of devices) to a specific SD-WAN or 
network. Wicket software may also be embedded onto hard-
ware devices as required. 

Hardware

2. Larger form factors exist capable of routing hundreds of concurrent devices to 
independent SD-WANs over cryptographically unique tunnels.

Dispel Application
The Dispel Application is cross platform compatible (Windows, 
Linux, macOS, Android, iOS1 ) and enables end-to-end encrypted 
connections to the SD-WAN.

Software

1. iOS is presently supported only for Enterprise devices.
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SD-WAN Implementation

Step 1. Scope Segmentation Requirements

Although a single SD-WAN will satisfy many use cases, often 
organizations with many IoT devices, or critical systems will wish to 
segment them within a second network to prevent insider threat 
or unauthorized access. 

Step 3. Implement SD-WAN Connection Methods

Connections to the newly created network may be accomplished 
through a software application installed on the device, or hard-
ware installed either next to a device or at a network collection 
point. 

Step 2. Build the SD-WANs & Assign Access

Individual SD-WANs are built using the Dispel Enterprise Console. 
Deploy access points in over 150 global data centers or on-
prem. Administrators can then assign users or machine groups 
authorized access to the network.

Step 4. Work

With the SD-WAN architecture complete, global users, sensors, 
and other devices can securely access resources through dedicat-
ed performance nodes. SD-WAN architecture can be updated at 
any time by an administrator through the Dispel console. 


